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Telegraph expert rating

" The
View gallery Inn, sat beyond snaking lanes and tucked between scarped cliffs on the edge of a little
 Anchor

known Dorset village, is a destination gastropub serving elevated British classics. It is also a boutique
hideaway that cocoons guests amid the sound of rolling waves. "
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" When Newport Road, one of the main arteries into Cardiff, twists through the city, the Mercure

Holland
House stands tall/as10
you reach the centre. You'll ﬁnd a bar-bistro, and a sense of formality
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Access to the hotel is easy. It sits on one of the major roads into the city (at peak times be wary of delays), and is central but
Book now
removed from too much bustle. Queen Street, Cardiff ’s pedestrianised
shopping drag, is a 10-minute walk, as is Queen
StreetRooms
railwayfrom
station, where trains to Cardiff Bay run every 12 minutes until late (you can also head north to Aberdare,
Merthyr
£ Tydﬁl, and other stops). Head right from the hotel for City Road and Roath, a diverse area popular with students
Rates provided by per night
and young professionals – Milgi, a 'plant-based' restaurant and bar, is one of the city’s coolest spots for casual dining and
cocktails.
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Style & character

8 / 10

For a 165-room T-shaped tower of a hotel with white walls and rows of windows, there’s a pleasantly warm feel to the place.
Instead of a formal front desk, there’s a ‘welcome table’ for guests to use, and staff with iPads wander over to check you in.
There’s still a push towards the grand, with a huge glass-fronted entrance and metallic pillars, and this carries on to the
ﬁrst ﬂoor bar, where smooth jazz plays and surfaces are marble, polished metal and dark wood.
It doesn’t feel like a chain, though; downstairs reﬂects the ‘Welshness’ design concept (slate, wood, metal and glass).
Further up, in the corridors between rooms, there’s a glimpse that the hotel doesn’t take itself too seriously: murals of the
Mona Lisa holding a rugby ball, and the couple from Grant Wood’s American Gothic dressed to fence and cycle.

Service & facilities

8 / 10

Service is pin-sharp, and ﬂexes with context: efﬁcient on the phone, chatty on the front desk, gentle at an early breakfast,
and attentive at dinner.
In the spa, across white spaces with the occasional splash of blue, are 13 treatment rooms, a pool, sauna and steam room.
The smart gym is decked out with new equipment added in the last year.
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Pool
Service is pin-sharp, and ﬂexes with context: efﬁcient on the phone, chatty on the front desk, gentle at an early breakfast,
 Restaurant
and attentive at dinner.
 Room service
In theSpa
spa, across white spaces with the occasional splash of blue, are 13 treatment rooms, a pool, sauna and steam room.

The smart gym is decked out with new equipment added in the last year.
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Laundry
Rooms are comfortable, with smart bedheads decorated by city silhouettes, a subtle colour palette, satellite television and
Parking As you get higher, accommodation opens up to views across the city (or down to Cardiff Bay), with some of

soft mattresses.
the suites
Pool featuring panoramic windows. As for size, standard rooms hold up well against other options in Cardiff city

centre. Well-kept bathrooms are fawn in colour with a marble-look effect, plus shower and tub.
 Restaurant
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We offer a price guarantee on every hotel booking
Rooms
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Rooms
arepassport
comfortable,
smart bedheads
Your
towith
a better
trip decorated by city silhouettes, a subtle colour palette, satellite television and
soft mattresses. As you get higher, accommodation opens up to views across the city (or down to Cardiff Bay), with some of
the suites featuring panoramic windows. As for size, standard rooms hold up well against other options in Cardiff city
centre. Well-kept bathrooms are fawn in colour with a marble-look effect, plus shower and tub.

Food & drink

7 / 10

At Urban Restaurant and Bar, ‘bistronomy’ principles are adhered to: bold ﬂavours, simple combinations, quality dishes.
The result is a reliable dining option, with menus changing every season, but guets staying longer may tire of the small
menu. The sophisticated bar, dressed in silvers and greys, is adaptable, with little nooks for intimate Martinis and open
spaces where you can watch Champion’s League football.

We offer a price guarantee on every hotel booking

The breakfast buffet, which allows you to build your own full Welsh, is one of the city’s better ones - no lukewarm
mushrooms or congealed beans, and eggs cooked fresh if you ask.

Your passport to a better trip

Dietary requirements can be catered for.

Value for money
Food rooms
& drink
Double
from £80. Breakfast from £10. Free Wi-Fi.
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At Urban Restaurant and Bar, ‘bistronomy’ principles are adhered to: bold ﬂavours, simple combinations, quality dishes.
The result is a reliable dining option, with menus changing every season, but guets staying longer may tire of the small
Access
for guests with disabilities?
menu. The sophisticated bar, dressed in silvers and greys, is adaptable, with little nooks for intimate Martinis and open
Adapted rooms available.
spaces where you can watch Champion’s League football.
The breakfast buffet, which allows you to build your own full Welsh, is one of the city’s better ones - no lukewarm

Family-friendly?
mushrooms or congealed beans, and eggs cooked fresh if you ask.

Yes. Many of the rooms can accommodate extra beds, and families can use the pool. Children’s menus are available in the
restaurant.
Dietary requirements can be catered for.
 24 26 Newport Road, Cardiff CF24 0DD, Wales.
029 2043 5000
http://www.mercure.com/gb/hotel-6622-mercure-cardiff-holland-house-hotel-and-spa
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